Informatics Governance and Change Management: Clinical informaticians are tasked with managing implementations and governance across a number of domains, yet best practices for these efforts are typically shared informally. In this special issue, we invite frameworks, models, examples, and evaluations of how organizations apply governance and change management effectively and efficiently.

- Data Governance
- External Software Implementation
- Algorithm Implementation
- CDS Governance and Management
- Similar Topics will be considered

This special issue of ACI Open will include approximately 10-12 articles including two invited commentaries together with original research studies, concise research reports, review articles, or perspectives that advance our field in thinking about Informatics Governance and Change Management. Evaluation articles should consider the Standards for Quality Improvement Reporting (SQUIRE) available at www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/squire as a guide.

The deadline for submission of papers is February 29, 2020.

To submit a paper, go to www.thieme.com/acio and select Online Manuscript Submission.

Please contact Joni Toews at toewsj@ohsu.edu with any questions.